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3.2.1.1  Journey map 
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3.2.1.2  Wireframe journey 
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3.2.1.3  Wireframe annotations 

3.2.1.3.1  API Provider selection 

API Provider selection 
and data cluster 

consent steps

Select API 
Provider, Review 
data request & 

consent

THIRD PARTY

consent Authenticate complete

Which bank would you like to connect to?

List of banks (API Providers)

In order for us to offer this service, we need 
your approval to access the following 
information from the accounts you hold at 
your bank or building society:

Data you will be sharing
-------------------------------------------------------
Your account details >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your account beneficiaries details >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your Products >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your Transaction credits >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your balances >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your Standing Order detail >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your transaction debits >
-------------------------------------------------------

We will access your information from your 
accounts(s) until: Day Date Month Year

Cancel Confirm
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Third Party API Provider Third PartyThird Party Third PartyAPI Provider

The Third Party should ask the customer to identify their API Provider before requesting 
consent so that  the consent request can be constructed in line with the API Provider's 
data capabilities (which the API Provider must make available to the Third Party).

The Third Party should provide the customer sufficient information to enable the 
customer to make an informed decision. At a minimum this must include requirements 
in clause 7.4(a)(i) of the API Centre terms and conditions; the nature of information that 
may be disclosed, the persons to whom it may be disclosed and the purpose for which 
information may be used and should also include the period over which it has been 
requested and when the consent  for the account information will expire (consent could 
be ongoing or one-off).
If the customer facing entity is acting on behalf of a Third Party as it's agent, the 
customer must be made aware that the agent is acting on behalf of the Third Party.

The Third Party should provide the Customer with a description of the data being 
requested using the structure and the language recommended by the API Centre and 
ensure that this request is specific to only the information required for the provision of 
their Account Information Service to the customer.
The Third Party should present the data at a Data Cluster level and allow the Customer 
to expand the level of detail to show each Data Permission. The Third Party should only 
present those data clusters relevant for the product type in question. Where the request 
is for multiple product types then the detail shown in the data cluster should explain to 
the customer the product types to which it applies or state that it is shared across 
multiple product types. 
Once Customer has consented, the Customer will be directed to their API Provider. 
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3.2.1.3.2  Third Party redirection 

Third Party to 
API Provider 
Redirection 

screen

Transferring to your API 
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You are now leaving your 
Third Party Provider and 

we are securely 
transferring you to your 

API Provider

THIRD PARTY
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The redirection should take the Customer to the API Provider web page (desktop/
mobile) for authentication purposes only without introducing any additional screens. 

The web based authentication should have no more than the number of steps that the 
Customer would experience when directly accessing the web based API Provider 
channel (desktop/mobile).
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3.2.1.3.3  Authentication 
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3.2.1.3.4  Account selection 

Account 
Selection

Select Accounts 
& Proceed

Optional data 
access

YOUR API PROVIDER

Select and confirm account(s) to 
share information with Third 

Party

Current Account      
xx-xxxx-xxxxxxxx-xxx

Savings Account
xx-xxxx-xxxxxxxx-xxx

-----------------------------------------------
Review the data you will be sharing
-----------------------------------------------
Third Party will access your 
information from your account(s) 
until:  Day Date Month Year

Cancel Proceed
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Credit card account
************1234

If the customer-facing entity is acting on behalf of a Third Party as its Permitted 
User the API Provider should make the Customer aware that the Permitted 
User is acting on behalf of the Third Party.

This can be presented to the Customer by displaying both the agent s name 
and the regulated Third Party name as:
Select and confirm account(s) to share information with <agent>, who is acting on 
behalf of <Third Party> 

The API Provider should display credit card account information in the same 
format as the Customer would see when using their existing online channels.

If the API Provider provides an option for the Customer to view the data they 
have consented to share with the Third Party as supplementary information, it 
is recommended that this should be done using the customer experience 
guidelines published by the API Centre. Display of such information should not 
be provided to the Customer as a default.

An API Provider must not seek confirmation of the consent that has already 
been provided by the Customer to the Third Party. 
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3.2.1.3.5  API Provider redirection 
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Third Party 
Redirection 

screen

Transferring you back to 
Third Party

You have securely logged 
off from your API 

Provider and will shortly 
be transferred back to 

your Third Party

THIRD PARTY
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An API Provider should have an outbound redirection screen which indicates the 
status of the request and informs the Customer that they will be automatically 
taken back to the Third Party.

An API Provider should inform the Customer on the outbound redirection screen 
that their session with the API Provider is closed.
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3.2.1.3.6  Third Party Confirmation 

Data Request 
confirmation

Select API 
Provider, Review 
data request & 

consent

THIRD PARTY

 

consent Authenticate complete

Thank you

We have received the following information 
from your selected account(s) at API 
Provider 

Data you have shared
-------------------------------------------------------
Your account details >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your account beneficiaries details >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your Products >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your Transaction credits >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your balances >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your Standing Order detail >
-------------------------------------------------------
Your transaction debits >
-------------------------------------------------------

We will access your information from your 
accounts(s) until: Day Date Month Year

Continue
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Successful 
completion of 

Account 
Information 

Request

Third Party API Provider Third PartyThird Party Third PartyAPI Provider

The Third Party should confirm the successful completion of the account information 
request to the Customer.
If the customer provided consent to a credit card account, the account number must 
be displayed by the Third Party in the same masked format as provided by the API 
Provider.
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